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EXPERIENCE
I have been contributing to applied consciousness sciences for over thirty years,
collaborating with eminent scientists and educators - internationally - facilitating
both objective and experiential research. As a consciousness coach I discovered
a way to change how people pay attention allowing access to their combined
intelligence with many known applications: physical and psychological healing;
effective decision making; creative problem solving in relationships, communities,
politics and business; as well as optimum performance in sports or any type of
collaborative activity including the potential for collective ‘unity’ consciousness.
After five years of facilitating attention management and group intelligence, I
chose to investigate if the whole of humanity might be orchestrated by how we
pay attention. From 1988 to 1993 I worked with an award winning experimental
psychologist, Dr. William Braud, through the Mind Science Foundation (MSF), a 58year old privately endowed institute based in San Antonio, Texas - utilizing a multidisciplinary approach to the scientific study of the human mind and its potential. I
contacted Dr. Braud to discover if he would be interested in co-facilitating a series
of studies using a one-way closed circuit camera monitor system to test if focused
attention might be measurable - as a stimulus - under double blind conditions. He
assigned me to train subjects to experience interconnectedness for the second of
two rigorously controlled studies that we designed and co-authored.

After being taught how to experience their interconnectedness we found (when
participants had no known way of knowing when-or-if they were being stared at
over a one-way closed circuit camera monitor system) their autonomic nervous
system responses changed in highly significant ways to attention-based stimuli.
I published my first peer-reviewed article, “Promoting health and well-being
through a sense of connectedness” with the help of Dr. Beverly Rubik through the
Center for Frontier Sciences at Temple University in Philadelphia, PA. That same
year I shared authorship with Dr. Braud on a research paper detailing our first
study: “Electro-dermal correlates of remote attention: Autonomic reactions to an
unseen gaze.” Published in the Proceedings of Presented Papers: 33rd Annual
Convention of the Parapsychological Association.
In 1990, with Dr. Braud´s help, I launched the Human Connection Project (HCP): a
large-scale, spiritually-inspired, multi-national, scientifically-based, action-research
media project designed to reinforce the underlying sense that human beings are
innately linked - even when in widely-separated geographic locations. To further
strengthen the significance of our findings, I chose to employ five neuroscientific
brain-research facilities to test distance as a factor, and to find if the studies we
had already conducted would be confirmed by independent researchers.
If large scale experiments continue to validate our findings, international multicultural audiences will be shown split-screen images (specifically prepared for
popular television news programs) of physiological interactivity between-andamong well known celebrities, Buddhist monks and Aikido masters located in
separate geographic locations to find if subtle changes in person-to-person mind/
body interaction measurably affect TV audiences - heightening public interest.
Next, Dr. Braud introduced me to leading researchers in the field. Then HCP was
sponsored by MSF from 1990 to 1992 and we co-authored our second study in the
series: “Further studies of autonomic detection of remote staring: Replications,
new control procedures, and personality correlates.” Proceedings of Presented
Papers: 35th Annual Convention of the Parapsychological Association. These
studies led to multiple replications by many independent laboratories, including
Scientific Applications International Corporation (SAIC) - a contractor for
the United States Department of Defense (USDOD).
That same year (1992), I presented the Human Connection Project at the United
Nations for the Dag Hammarskjöld Lecture Series. The following year, Rhea White,
editor in chief of the Journal of Exceptional Human Experience (EHE), published
my second article: “The Human Connection Project: Educating for Peace through
Planetary Consciousness.” And, to receive non-profit support, I founded the
Human Connection Institute (HCI) in 1994.
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I continued facilitating experiences for interested individuals and organizations,
alerting an international community of eminent scientists including educators,
healers, artists, filmmakers and other professionals - exploring collective attention to help support the emergence of a commonly sensed intelligence. My hypothesis
has been: The self-isolating mind-set of humanity can be beneficially altered by
focusing attention - on what can be sensed – individually and collectively.
By presenting scientific demonstrations of nervous system interactivity among
spatially separated people the HC Project has offered an alternative to the
current scientific worldview - in which humans are considered physically isolated
beings. To further this theory, I developed educational methods, seminars, group
biofeedback techniques, media presentations and film treatments (with an award
winning filmmaker) for families, schools, communities, corporate management
and governmental organizations - with application in sports, arts, and public
services. These easily learned (yet little known) methods demonstrate and
encourage a remarkable form of human communication, facilitating lastingexperiences of interpersonal alignment, group insight and co-creative activity.
In 2004, I attended the Zaki Gordon School of Independent Filmmaking to invent
new ways to induce group consciousness using film and video. I conducted many
groups (involving more than two thousand hours of video work) to discover how to
elicit shared sensitivity (inductively) using a pre-recorded medium. Train the trainer
programs were created to unite both cast and crew with the intent of ‘causing’ a
breakthrough into ‘conscious filmmaking’ – for popular mainstream entertainment.
From 2011 to 2013, I offered up to three, free, weekly groups online (which were
broadcast and recorded on youtube) to determine how participants (as well as
viewers of these pre-recorded events) could achieve and sustain the benefits of a
shareable intelligence - including how to affect theatre audiences - to guide the
production and direction of a series of films and related media.
At the start of 2012, I entered into a collaboration to co-direct HCI, Caribbean
Integral Institute, Conscious Intelligence Institute, and Aradne Institutes providing a
series of transformational programs for individuals living and working in community,
including corporate and governmental organizations, contributing to (ACS-N)
Applied Consciousness Sciences Network - developing partnerships among a
diverse group of organizations and individuals.

EDUCATION
1970

Wilton High School, Wilton, Connecticut - with Honors
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1970-72

Antioch College, Yellow Springs, Ohio
Anthropology, Bio-Physics, Creative Writing

1970

Metropolitan Learning Center, Portland, Oregon
Studying Education as a Teacher´s Aide

1972-73

Maryland Art Institute, Baltimore, Maryland
Painting, Drawing, Sculpture, Photography and the History of Ideas

1973-74

New York Studio School, New York City, NY
Painting, Drawing and Sculpture

1974-75

New School for Social Research, New York City, NY
Physics, Psychology, Philosophy and Dream Analysis

1975-76

Southern University of New York (S.U.N.Y)
Split-major, Bachelor of Science and Bachelor of Fine Arts

1976

Skowhegan School of Drawing, Painting and Sculpture
Fine Art Scholarship

1977-78

Naturopathic College, Santa Fe, New Mexico
Sensory Awareness, Massage, Iridology and Homeopathy

1978-79

City College, San Francisco, CA.
Physical Mechanics, Electronics and Scriptwriting

1980-81

University of Tasmania, Australia
Theoretical Physics

2004-05

Zaki Gordon School of Independent Filmmaking

CONFERENCES
Invited presentation and published proceedings, Foundations of Mind (l and ll)
conferences, UC Berkeley, 2014 and 2015
Interviewed for feature documentary, The Secret of Dr. Grinberg, on the life and
work of Dr. Jacobo Grinberg Zylberbaum by Ida Cuellar (2011)
Invited guest of Bhagavan and Amma, Golden City, India, at Oneness University,
as a consciousness coach - to train male and female monks - for a month (2005).
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Invited guest and presenter at the opening of The Global Village (an International
Healing Center) in Bagni di Lucca, Italy, hosted by Dr. Nitamo Monteccuco (1998)
Invited guest of Dr. Ervin Laszlo, presenting the Human Connection Project at the
opening of the Club of Budapest, Hungary (1998) and another gathering (2001).
Presenter for the Mind Science Foundation on the Human Connection Project at
the Centenary Louisa Rhine Conference, at Duke University (1995)
Consultancy to the World Business Academy, New York City Chapter (1993-1994)
Presenting the Human Connection Project at the United Nations - Dag
Hammarskjöld Lecture Series (1992)
Invited presentation on Human Connection Project at the Estrian Workshop In
Ontario, Canada (1991)
Invited presentation on the Human Connection Project at the Association for
Research and Enlightenment (ARE) in Virginia Beach (1990).
Presenter at the Mind Science Foundation, San Antonio, TX, for participants in a
controlled laboratory study on remote mental influence (1989)

PUBLISHED WORK
Braud, William (2003). Distant Mental Influence: Its Contributions to Science,
Healing, and Human Interactions. Hampton Roads Pub. Co., pp. 150-182.
Sheldrake, Rupert (2002). The seven experiments that could change the world.
Park Street Press. p. 117
Sheldrake, Rupert (2003). The Sense of Being Stared At: and other aspects of the
extended mind, New York, NY: Crown Publishers.
Andrews, Sperry (1996). Promoting a sense of connectedness among individuals
by scientifically demonstrating the existence of a planetary consciousness?
Alternative Therapies, 2(3), 39-45. http://connectioninstitute.org/PDF/
alt_therapies.pdf
Andrews, Sperry (1994). Human Connection Project Funding Proposal.
http://connectioninstitute.org/PDF/HCP_Fund_Proposal.pdf
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Andrews, Sperry (1993). Organization profile 3: Human Connection Project. Except
Human Experience;11(1):52-55. http://connectioninstitute.org/PDF/
EXCEPTHUMANEXP.pdf
Braud, William G., Shafer, Donna, and Andrews, Sperry (1992). Further studies of
autonomic detection of remote staring: Replications, new control procedures,
and personality correlates. Proceedings of Presented Papers: 35th Annual
Convention of the Parapsychological Association, pp. 7-21.
Andrews, Sperry (1990). Promoting health and well-being through a sense of
connectedness. Frontier Perspectives, 1(2), 18-21;
http://connectioninstitute.org/PDF/frontier_perspectives.pdf
Braud, W.G., Shafer, D., & Andrews, S. (1990). Electrodermal correlates of remote
attention: Autonomic reactions to an unseen gaze. Proceedings of Presented
Papers: 33rd Annual Convention of the Parapsychological Association, pp. 14-28.
Andrews, Sperry (2013). “A Map of Cosmological Consciousness.” Presentation to
CITCP scientists 9.20.13 LA, CA. Available at: http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=BUaVb7SK438&feature=youtu.be
Andrews, Sperry and Salka, Steven (2014). “Mapping the whole in everyone: An
Essay On: Non-existence as the engine and axis of existence.” Cosmos and History:
The Journal of Natural and Social Philosophy 10, 1: 15-33. Available at http://
www.connectioninstitute.org/PDF/1st_half_of_Essay.pdf
Andrews, Sperry and Tayloe, Jennifer (2015). “Humanity’s capacity to share a
common sense: The absence that gives rise to our presence.” Cosmos and History:
The Journal of Natural and Social Philosophy 11, 2: 1-15. Available at http://
www.connectioninstitute.org/PDF/Sperry's%20C&H%20Essay%2011-24-15.pdf
Andrews, Sperry (2016). “Free at Last: Being What We Are.” Kosmos Journal:
Reader Essays, May 3rd. Available at http://www.kosmosjournal.org/reader-essay/
free-at-last-being-what-we-are/
Beichler, James E. and Andrews, Sperry (2017). "Intuitive consciousness and the
logic of single field physics: A conscious synergy of world-views and theories.”
Proposed for the ICC 2017 conference, 28 July 2016
Available at http://www.connectioninstitute.org/PDF/2017%200-D%20Physics.pdf

RESEARCH
Interconnectedness and consciousness appear to be complementary. Conscious
awareness connects perceptions with actions. Over 600 million years we grew
from single-cells into multi-cellular creatues by attending to the indivisible nature of
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existence - as life its Self. Over the course of evolution, our interconnectedness has
supported the development of both individual and species-wide self-awareness,
self-motivation and self-organization for countless forms of emerging life. Today,
this ‘self-same’ process supports all complex changes taking place in humanity.
Individual and collective attention is too-often solely organized by ideas and
activities. Once our awareness is overly identified with these fragments of a
greater whole, a mind-made personality tries to take control of these pieces of
experience to create a “peace” that is missing. Yet, this trying is futile and goes on
endlessly, as the mind promises to make life behave the way it imagines it should.
When overly occupied and identified with the knowledge of these thoughts and
things our minds cannot begin to know the underlying integrity of awareness itself.
Our best qualities can be amplified far beyond what most have yet to experience,
simply by paying attention-to-attention itself. As cells in the body of humanity our
creative freedom, love and understanding rely on how well we pay attention.
And what we pay attention to determines who and what we experience our
selves to be. We ‘suffer’ both attraction and avoidance - as pleasure and pain whenever we do not ‘embody’ the whole of existence in an undivided way.
Through meditative habit our perceptions become more organized allowing for
greater understanding, motivation and intelligence. As the perceptual faculties of
a greater body, heart and mind, we each can feel "one with all" wherein mutual
understanding is effortless. It is thrilling to feel what it is like to be another and
oneself when awareness is known as who and what we are - changeless and the
cause all change. When we relax and do not to seek our immortal nature in what
is impermanent, love is felt to flow within us - as a form of conscious intelligence.

APPLICATIONS
In sports, athletes talk about “being in the zone” and of “going with the flow”
referring to those moments when team members are so aligned with their own
individuality as well as with each other that they play as one synchronous whole.
Similarly, the precision of a symphony orchestra is a reflection of the underlying
connection and shared purpose of its performers. In business, most successful
entrepreneurs attribute their achievements throughout their careers to remarkable
instances of teamwork. Moreover, paying attention together is essential to success
in every area of human endeavor. The Human Connection Institute has found that
developing a person's sense of connection with others improves their ability to
adapt more creatively to personal, organizational and environmental change.
The successful use of our programs in corporations, educational institutions and
communities has strengthened greater familiarity and trust among people.
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Increasing the level of cohesion in groups improves performance, quality of work
and quality of life. Individuals and groups learn to be led by an intelligence far
greater than any one of its members. Challenges are resolved, better decisions
are arrived at more rapidly - by-passing hours of meeting time. Uniquely talented
individuals are better able to incorporate the skills of others, inspiring and
motivating their teammates to be more focused and productive. Sharing
‘collective attention’ develops a group´s ability to produce whatever its members
intend. Agreement is easily reached. Any interested and willing group can
achieve deep rapport, creativity and acceptance. In a conscious culture
everyone knows their input is both welcome and essential. Our business
environments must now adapt to accelerating technological development,
interdependence, information flow and creative diversity among professionals.
Fast-moving companies are learning to embrace change as a way of life.
The Human Connection Institute offers a common ground for people with different
skills and perspectives to productively collaborate. Our programs enhance the
productivity of any community. As trainers we are dedicated to accessing the
genius of individuals and groups in every area of human endeavor. As a member
of Applied Consciousness Sciences Network (ACS-N) our partnerships are inspiring
and training the next generation of conscious leaders. Our strength of character
comes from an awareness that is shared with everyone around us. Understanding
our own innate potential and that of our colleagues, grants us an ability to adapt
to a broad range of conditions, motivating one another through a commitment
to achieving our goals. Helping others helps us develop the confidence and
conviction about what is clearly an innate human capacity.

VISION: THE WHOLE IN EVERY ONE
Did you know we could easily send our planet into a tail-spin of destruction unless
we find a way to change our selves? Are you aware of the undeniable evidence
that the whole of humanity is linked physiologically and psychologically? Imagine
accessing this capacity to handle our social and environmental challenges. No
need to imagine it, we now have the ability to access our combined intelligence.
As an experiential scientist and founder-director of the Human Connection
Institute, I came to realize the whole of humanity functions like a collection of cells.
In an individual, millions of nerve cells have to be stimulated-together to produce
a single-conscious perception. To wake up before we “hit the wall” millions of us
will need to tune-in to our capacity for being conscious - as a collective. As
humanity awakens, this will eliminate poverty, pollution, disease, crime and war.
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My research has shown that our interconnectedness is more than sufficiently
intelligent to handle social and environmental challenges, especially those due to
less-conscious habit patterns. I have found consciousness is readily accessible and
sustainable by any group of interested and willing individuals – including those
who have never been able to meditate successfully. By simply being curious
together, people have been able to realize their suffering and insecurities only
happen when their mind is convinced of a false sense of separateness. As
awareness becomes aware of itself we recognize a "knowing presence." We learn
that sharing undivided attention is indistinguishable from unconditional love. I
have come to accept that this more organized form of consciousness is our
greatest innate (yet largely untapped) resource. Once our consciousness is
allowed to organize itself in this way - via this naturally-occurring bio-feedback
loop - problems vanish, as if they never existed.
“All Ways One” (Film Sketch) is the first in a series of films designed to induce
shared experiences of unity consciousness in viewers (Feature Film Outline). I have
found that whenever collective-attention is focused on-and-through-itself, shared
feelings spread throughout an entire audience. To back this up, scientifically
derived (‘seeing is believing’) images of interconnectedness will be presented via
news reports, print media, talk show formats and feature documentaries. Eminent
scientists and educators have agreed to serve on the advisory board and in some
cases direct one of five neuroscience laboratories involved - some of which are
located in different countries. The intent of this film, future films, and related media
will be to help shift the separatist mindset of humanity, so ‘the one we all are’ is felt
and thought intuitively by every human being (LogLine/OneSheet).

ARTWORK
My parents were both fine artists and all their friends were artists. My father was a
celebrated landscape painter, whose legacy includes thousands of works of art.
My mother was a watercolorist, photographer and preservationist securing the first
National Historic Site in the United States - to honor American Art and Artists.
As a visual artist I have painted and shown my artwork in many parts of the world,
including four years in Australia and a year in South America. My childhood home
is now the Julian Alden Weir National Historic Site located in Wilton and Ridgefield,
Connecticut. I have been creating, showing and selling my artwork for forty years.
My paintings are owned by both public and private collections - internationally.
After years of representational and figurative painting, I chose to spend decades
developing my own style as an abstract artist. https:///lowvella.com/s/22rf
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Larry Dossey. M.D., Physician and author, Executive Editor: Explore, Journal of
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RECOMMENDATIONS
“The remarkable work of Sperry Andrews and the Human Connection Institute in
developing the psycho-technologies to move people into collective and global
consciousness is worthy of wide recognition and attention. As we move from me
to we, Sperry's work will serve as a guiding light.” John Gardiner, Professor of
Leadership at Seattle University, hired Sperry as a Business Consultant in 1999.
“Sperry Andrews’ approach to facilitating collective and mindful group
consciousness is vital for bringing together and empowering people in everyday
venues, as well as in business settings and corporate cultures. I have experienced
first-hand how simple yet powerful Sperry’s approach is, and how it can easily be
applied across diverse settings and populations. His process enables insight to
spontaneously arise in a spirit of openness and conscious communication that
facilitates people moving forward to implement creative solutions to individual
and group movements. I wish every person, business, and corporate culture would
integrate and implement Sperry’s work into the everyday hum of both workplace
culture and personal life. His work encourages interactive, energetic, and
authentic communication and creativity to emerge effortlessly.” - Richard Miller,
PhD. Psychologist, President of the Integrative Restoration Institute
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“Sperry's personal integrity reflects in his business activities. I've known him to stay
true to this vision - for the good of all. Sperry is creative, intelligent, personable and
has consistently been a pleasure to work with.” Top qualities: Personable, High
Integrity, Creative: Terry Peterson hired Sperry as a workshop leader, creative
visionary and humanitarian in 2011, and hired Sperry more than once.
"Sperry's conversational process is innovative and profoundly useful for anyone
looking to move out of an individual contemplative practice into relationship and
community. He is experienced, dedicated and generous. I wholeheartedly
encourage people to experience the work for themselves." Year first hired: 2011
Top Qualities: Expert, High Integrity, Creative. Jocelyn Rasmussen (Founder at
More Than Singing, LLC, More Than Speaking, LLC)
“Sperry Andrews is an intuitive and passionate researcher in the non verbal
mechanisms of human communication and shared consciousness. He has spent a
lifetime mastering these techniques and effectively training others.” Marc
Chabot, Art Teacher and Consultant, Weir Farm Nat. Historic Site, Ridgefield, CT.
“Sperry and I work at raising individual and group intelligence – supporting the
development of conscious organizations and communities - forming partnerships
in the field of applied consciousness sciences – worldwide – to help create a
sustainable future.” Carlo Monsanto, Researcher/Educator, Provost: Vetha, Center
for Transdisciplinary Studies, Inc.
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